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Abstract 

This study aims to examine The Sense of an Ending in terms of history and memory. Anthony 

lives of all other characters are told from Tony's perspective, so the reader has to depend on his 

memory to reach a conclusion. But his ideas and memories show no stability, and every clue 

about the past changes or refutes his previous view, and sometimes everything becomes blurry. 

In La Grange's words, the absence of documents leaves a gap in memory and causes some facts 

that are not at all certain to appear as if they were real. Tony recalls his memories and tells the 

events exactly as if they were real, but with each new document that emerges - Tony's letter, 

- everything changes and requires a new perspective. The story may need to be 

rewritten from Adrian's or Veronica Ford's point of view, but ultimately it is true that each 

character's narratives will fill the gaps differently, because memory is subjective; hence it is 

unreliable.
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History And Memory In The Sense Of An Ending

The Sense of an Ending was written by Julian Barnes in 2011 and got the Man Booker Prize 

the same year. It is narrated by Anthony (Tony) Webster and consists of two parts, which gives 

the early memories of his and his schoolmates Alex, Colin, and Adrian. In the first part of the 

m tions of memory 

certainty is a product of uncertain or unreliable memory but somehow it manages to seem 

reliable or certain. It is a typical postmodern paradigm that history is never objective or fixed. 

In another lecture, Mr. Hunt asks definition of history and Tony Webster replies: 

History is the lies of the victors, I replied, a little too quickly.

remember that it is also the self delusions of the defeated.

Barnes echoes these lines via Webster again at the end of the novel, when he learns about his 

brutal letter to Adrian and its consequences at the end. 

Adrian is the intellectual of that story and most of times, Tony is jelous of him, his confidence 

and wit. After highschool, only Adrian is able to go to Cambridge with a scholarship. Tony 

goes to Bristol and other friends to somewhere else. Most important components of 

seemingly she has a supercilious attitude towards Tony or Tony feels so; we cannot be sure at 

the end of the novel. She, many times repeats that Tony cannot get it, and never will do. Tony 

resulting from memories becoming images in this way, affects the goal of faithfulness 

very beginning of the novel, belongs to that weekend. Tony was introduced to Ford family and 

t when he was with 

Jack cares nothing for Tony, nothing more than 
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friends, Alex, Colin, and Adrian. He says: 

At first I was watching to see how my friends reacted to Veronica, but soon became 

than at mine, which annoyed me, and asked Alex how his father made his money 

(marine insurance, he told her, to my surprise). She seemed happy to keep Adrian for 

sounded prett

He wants to be approved for his choice and they spend a day together. Veronica asks about her 

brother to Adrian, as he is in Cambridge too. Tony feels jealousy for the conversation between 

them but when Adrian says he had heard about what kind of people are Jack and his group are,

Tony feels a kind of relief- what he perceived as an approval of his image about Jack. But forty 

bit surprised but still he cannot admit and portrays in his mind an adventurous retirement for 

Jack in the South Pacific. If Jack was so supercilious about him, after all why did he reply

-above-the-spectacle-

frame- he novel by 

rder 

it becomes a requirement to know documents and the story he narrated in the 

absence of the documents should be compared. 

Tony is to reconcile the factual events and the story he created in his memory. Barnes practised 

with his memoir but he confronted with many missing or misremembered parts. As Estefania 

Lopez-

enlightened with documents written forty years earlier. First part of the novel ends with 

much busy mind may have chosen to deny the gift of life with his free will. 

-up, he receives a letter from Adrian. He declares to Tony that 

he was with Veronica and he wanted Tony to know that if it was disturbing for him, so he 

would revise the situation. Tony mentions about a short note that he had written to him and 
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wishes happiness.  He wrote another letter but the reader and perhaps Tony himself reads the 

Veronica had some traumatic experiences and he wanted Adrian to ask about it to Sarah Ford, 

him. But he cannot obtain the diary, and he learns that it was kept by Veronica. He tries to 

reach her and obtain the diary but Veronica refuses to give it to Tony. He sent her mails and 

she let him have a single page of the diary on which there were many formulations that he 

(Barnes, 2011, p. 6) and arosed his curiosity about if 

his suicide. But Mrs. Ford had written that Adrian was happy in his last months in her letter 

letter that he had written forty years ago, in which he had wished them the worst as a couple 

later. Tony demanded another meeting, and they had a lunch, Veronica asked for his life and 

Tony summarized his all life, his adventure of America, his marriage with Margaret and 

divorce, his only child Susie now married and has two children and his retirement. Veronica 

listened to him and left with no words about her life.

Tony requested for another appointment and she accepted. She took him at a station and got 

him to somewhere they met a group of people, with a caregiver. Tony could not give meaning 

accused Tony of not understanding and getting, still. She got him out of her car and Tony began 

to inquire about that group of people. He went to the place they usually went and he had heard 

ight for them. He continued to go there, 

talked. He saw him in the shop on the third Friday he went. The badge man was frightened of 

him and in the pub, the social carer warned him about not to disturb him. When the badge man 

took out his glasses, his eyes and physical appearance, all reminded Tony of Adrian and he 

He remembered again what he wished to them in his forty years earlier letter and he felt his 

innocent foetus the prospect of discovering that it was the frui
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girl and a baby, like Robson who committed suicide in their school years as a result of the same 

asked. She had become pregnant by Adrian, and who knows? perhaps the trauma of his 

Tony wrote an apology message to Veronica, he declared that he had given up his will to get 

it. You never did, and you never will. So,

her mysticism. He visited the pub again, this time the other social carer, tall young man, Terry, 

Terry 

ny. In this conversation Tony learned that his name was 

then a couple of formulae expressing possible accumulations. It was obvious now. The first a 

was Adrian; and the other was me, Anthony as he used to address me when he wanted to call 

at a 

dangerously late age. A child damaged as a result.

Now it became more clear for Tony and he had a responsibility in this chain, which Adrian had 

formulated in his diary. Until now, many forms of his personal history were recreated by his 

memory and with every document it took a more complex and different state. With the 

towards him becomes questionable. Was she really the person he revealed before? Or was Tony 

wrong in his evaluations towards Ford family? Sarah Ford was the only normal person in the 

family, according to his first perceptions about Ford family, but now it became blurred with 

the love triangle between Sarah, Veronica, and Adrian.

The Sense of an Ending: Studies in the Theory 

of Fiction (1965). According to Kermode 

men are born in medias res, as they jump into the middle of an ongoing world, and in 

emphasizes that human life is transitory, its lapse being only understood within a larger 
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death. (Kermode, 1965, p. 7) 

by means of a device labelled 

by Kermode as peripeteia, which consists of a disconfirmation of the predictable ending in 

fiction. In other words, a falsification of expectation so that the end comes as expected, but not 

-Deflory, 2016, p. 161). 

There is responsibility. And beyon

definition made by Lagrange. There was unreliability 

Conclusion 

no, not life itself, but of something 

else: the end of any likelihood of change in that life. You are allowed a long moment of pause, 

ending but every ending leads to a new change in life, a change that is a consequence of the 

previous one. It brings with it a chain of responsibility that will be revealed eventually despite 

all the delusions of the narrator. 
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